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Clear Blogging: How People Blogging Are Changing the World and How You Can Join ThemApress, 2007
Almost overnight, blogging has become a social, political, and business force to be reckoned with. Your fellow students, workers, and competitors are joining the blogosphere--and making money, influencing elections, getting hired, growing market share, and having fun--to the tune of 8,000 new bloggers a day.
Clear Blogging sets out to...
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Management and the Arts, Fourth EditionFocal Press, 2008

	Management and the Arts, Fourth Edition provides you with theory and practical applications from all management perspectives including planning, marketing, finance, economics, organizational, staffing, and group dynamics ALL related to an arts organization. Whether you are a manager in a theatre, museum, dance company, or opera, you will gain...
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How To Do Everything with Your iPODMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Do more -- and have more fun -- than you ever thought possible with Apple's portable jukebox and this easy-to-use guide. Not only will you be able to play music, but you will learn to find, download, and organize your music to get the best sound, use cool accessories, and pick up little-known tips and tricks to enhance your overall iPod...
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Mastering UnixSybex, 2000
All Your Unix Questions—Answered!
    Mastering Unix is your source for everything you need to know about today’s most influential operating system. Inside, two Unix experts provide essential information on a wide range of Unix flavors, concentrating on Linux, FreeBSD, and Solaris8. Whether you’re...
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Computer Age Statistical Inference: Algorithms, Evidence, and Data Science (Institute of Mathematical Statistics Monographs)Cambridge University Press, 2016

	The twenty-first century has seen a breathtaking expansion of statistical methodology,

	both in scope and in influence. “Big data,” “data science,” and “machine learning” have

	become familiar terms in the news, as statistical methods are brought to bear upon the

	enormous data sets of modern science...
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GenXpat: The Young Professional's Guide To Making A Successful Life AbroadIntercultural Press, 2005
"The first book to deal specifically with the 'GenXpat' generation - the 25-39 age group that typically sets off for the expatriate life when career is their primary consideration. This is my kind of book - it's informative, practical, and you get a real sense that the author knows what she is talking about." Ian Burns of Blackwell's...
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Secure Communicating Systems: Design, Analysis, and ImplementationCambridge University Press, 2001
This volume details what every computer scientist ought to know about cryptographic systems, security protocols, and secure information flow in programs.  Highlights include discussions of the new advanced encryption standard "Rijndael"; an optimal public-key encryption using RSA which turns "textbook RSA" into a practical...
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Semantic-Based Visual Information RetrievalIGI Global, 2006
Content-based visual information retrieval (CBVIR) is one of the most interesting research topics in the last years for the image and video community. With the progress of electronic equipment and computer techniques for visual information capturing and processing, a huge number of image and video records have been collected. Visual information...
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Lightness of Being: Mass, Ether, and the Unification of ForcesBasic Books, 2008
Science News



"For a safari-like adventure into the world of physics, follow Wilczek's lead. Quirky but knowledgeable, he explores the essence of the matter that makes up the universe — combining the enthusiasm of someone like Jeff Corwin with the thoughtfulness of a David...
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The iPad 2 Project BookPeachpit Press, 2011


	We saw our first iPad in a theater in Hollywood, California, in the

	summer of 1968. It appeared in the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey,

	and the iPad (called a Newspad in the Arthur C. Clarke novel on

	which the movie is based) made its debut when astronaut Dave

	Bowman used it to view the news while having a horrific-looking

	meal...
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Everyday Information: The Evolution of Information Seeking in America (MIT Press)MIT Press, 2011

	All day, every day, Americans seek information. We research major purchases. We check news and sports. We visit government Web sites for public information and turn to friends for advice about our everyday lives. Although the Internet influences our information-seeking behavior, we gather information from many sources: family and friends,...
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Social Evolution, Political Psychology, and the Media in Democracy: The Invisible Hand in the U.S. Marketplace of IdeasPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		
			This book analyzes why we believe what we believe about politics, and how the answer affects the way democracy functions. It does so by applying social evolution theory to the relationship between the news media and politics, using the United States as its primary example. This includes a critical review and integration of...
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